
Careers for Film  
Studies graduates

With a Film Studies degree from the 
University of Exeter, you’ll be able to:

• use advanced skills in writing to communicate effectively in an appropriate style   
 and apply sustained written and oral arguments coherently and persuasively
• analyse and critically examine diverse forms of media and audiovisual    
 communication
• gather, sift, interpret and organise substantial quantities of diverse information in   
 structured ways
• exercise independent thought and judgement in handling information and arguments  
 in a critical and self-reflective manner
• comprehend and develop intricate concepts in an open-ended way that involves an  
 understanding of aims and consequences
• undertake independent research and make use of archival materials, library-based  
 and digital and electronic resources

www.exeter.ac.uk/careers 
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A degree in Film Studies will also equip you 
with skills that will allow you to move into 
other areas of employment.

Here is a snapshot of the jobs, employers, 
and further study programmes that our 
recent Film Studies students have progressed 
to soon after graduation.

Occupations
– Content Assistant
– Editor
– Editorial Assistant
– Innovations Coordinator
– Junior Researcher
– Marketing Executive
– Market Researcher
– PR Consultant
– Production Runner
– Screenwriter

Skills, expertise and knowledge gained via a Film Studies degree are important if you want 
to pursue a career in film, media, publishing, fashion or other creative industries

Where can your degree take you?

Employers
– Apple
– Films at 59
– Isca College of Media
– Mediacom
– Odeon
– Partizan
– Pearl and Dean
– Technicolour Creative
– Walker Media
– Wall to Wall Productions
– Waterstones

Further study
– MA Arts and Cinema Studies
– MA Creative Writing
– MA English
– MA Film Studies
– MA Film and Cinema
– MA History
– MA Theology
– MRes in Sexuality and Gender Studies


